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Company
Testeral company is the largest and most respected manufacturer of
aluminium joinery from Serbia. Family owned business with more than 20
years of experience in the industry.
We provide an extensive range of high performance, low maintenance,
secure and energy efficient products. Our inspired and skilled workforce
is committed to delivering the projects on-time and continually strives for
excellence while maintaining our strong family work ethic. Manufacturing plant is equipped with a new CNC machines (Urban and Elumatec)
with large production capacity. Testeral is dedicated on creating strong
relationships with their customers which gives us the opportunity to constantly improve our products, service and quality. In this way Testeral is
able to successfully meet the high requirements of the different markets,
which makes us the biggest exporter of aluminium joinery in the territory of Serbia. Currently we are exporting our products to Switzerland,
France, Austria, Italy, Sweden, Australia and USA.
Testeral offers wide range of aluminium products:
· Windows and Doors
· Facades

· Blinds and Shutters
· Conservatories (verandas) - Winter Gardens
· Aluminium Fences and Balconies
· Main Entrance Door

QUALITY POLICY
Long-term goals for the quality policy of the company Testeral are:
Fully satisfied customer with our services, Developing cooperation,
establishing partnerships with suppliers in order to achieve customer
requirements, Motivating employees and constant care of their further
professional training in order to improve the quality of the production
process, Continuous improvement of the quality management system,
Contribution to protecting the environment, health and safety at work.

PARTNERS
R
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Products

ALUMINIUM WINDOWS

PVC WINDOWS

Windows make a significant contribution to the style and character of your house. They are not only a decorative element, but
also have a decisive influence on your quality of life within your
own four walls. Windows affect the entire atmosphere of a room.
The value of your house can is also increased through high-quality windows. The right “window architecture” also provides your
home with a visual focus. Windows from Schüco, Elvial, Wicona
or Aliplast continue to set international standards for energysaving, security, convenience and design. The savings potential
is enormous. Up to 80 % of energy can be saved as a result of
efficient insulation.

PVC is the most frequently used material for windows. Due to
its excellent value for money and its very good thermal insulation
properties, PVC-U is often the number one choice for windows.
New windows provide for additional comfort at home. Their design and the materials used provide very effective sound insulation. Two sealing levels also prevent draughts even when the
wind is blowing hard outside. In addition, the optimum transparency of modern insulating glass allows for greater light than ever
before.

ALUMINIUM DOORS

ALUMINIUM FENCES AND BALCONIES

Your entrance door is key to the overall impression your house
makes and the focal point of your façade. The right combination of door frame, infill panel and handle is essential to a wellbalanced overall impression. This is why Testeral provides a wide
range of products all of which will satisfy your requirements in
terms of design, fitting, quality and functionality.

Testeral can offer aluminium fences and balconies with a wide
variety of designs, optimum system compatibility, individual design options and a high level of weather resistance. They are
suitable for new buildings and existing residences. The balcony
not only increases comfort in your home, it also raises the value
of your property. Aluminium fencing should be strong, durable
and well designed.
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Products

ALUMINIUM FACADES

SHUTTERS

Facade glazing - is a modern solution for buildings to stand out
against the background of other city buildings, it gives a solidity
and unique appearance. Glass facade allows designers and architects to realize a unique concepts, forms, and to surprise with
variety of approaches of buildings design. Façades are the central unit in the planning and design of building envelopes. Testeral
offers a variety of systems, which allow even the most innovative
façade concepts to be realized supremely well architecturally:
from window façades with a perfect appearance to impressive
structural glazing and high-tech synergy façades.

Shutters are ideal for use in domestic and residential properties, and equally suitable for commercial buildings and offices.
Aesthetically pleasing and of lightweight construction, they also
offer insulation against noise, cold and heat. Whether you select
the manual operation system – simple to use and lightweight for
ease of action, or our electrically operated models which can be
controlled via a wall mounted switch or key fob, we’re sure that
we have the right shutter for you.

WINTERGARDEN / CONSERVATORIES

PERGOLA

Absolute living comfort for a feeling of well-being every season.
There are many reasons to build a conservatory. Practical reasons, because people simply need more space. Emotional reasons, because people would like to live closer to nature. Or aesthetic reasons, because an elegant extension adds a certain air
to a home. From a financial perspective, a conservatory is also
an investment that pays off. A high quality conservatory increases
the value of a home. And a conservatory is also an intelligent
buffer zone which helps you to save energy in both summer and
winter.

Pergola gives you the opportunity to your outdoor space protect
from the sun, rain and wind. It can be adapted to any architectural concept and satisfy all needs. Innovative shading system
of unique design, with rotating louvers for shading outdoor and
semi-open spaces, which offers both natural ventilation and protection from rain with the corresponding adjustment of the louvers. Aluminium pergolas are made from high quality materials.
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STEEL DOORS

ALUBOND

Thanks to its highly resistant material characteristics, steel is
perfect for highly frequented buildings such as schools, hospitals, sports centres and at all public buildings. Stainless steel
adds a graceful look and reduces maintenance to a minimum.
Janisol stainless steel is therefore the right choice for shopping
malls, railway stations, banks and hotels.

Apart from the aesthetic point of view, there are a number of
functional reasons what Alubond can provide for every home
and building. It has both interior and exterior applications as a
building material. It is commonly used as an exterior facade that
forms the outer skin of a building. The application of the product
is largely dependent on the architect design of the structure.
Alubond is a good thermal insulator which can reduce the cost
of heating in winter and cooling in summer.
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References
Country

Partner’s Name

Systems Used

France

SGS

Elvial, Schüco

JD Distribution

Elvial, Alipast, Reyners

MM SAS

Schüco, Elvial, Aliplast

COFRA

Schüco, Elvial

Anta Ribalda, Milan

Elvial

Gener Cos, Trieste

Elvial

Metal System, Varese

Elvial

NCC

Elvial, Schüco

SKANSKA

Elvial, Schüco

PS Entreprenade

Elvial

Slovenia

Top Guard

Elvial

Swiss

WIN PORT

Schüco, Elvial

WIN DOOR

Schüco, Elvial

Arredoprojects

Schüco PVC, Elvial

Edil Glass

Schüco, Elvial, Veka

Centorseramenti

Elvial, Alumil, Schüco

General Must

Veka, Schüco PVC

(Partner's name protected) Zurich

Schüco, Wicona, Forster, Elvial, Alumil

Nes Glass

Elvial

MG Glass Design

Elvial, Schüco

Niro Perfect

Aliplast, Elvial

Italy

Sweden

Austria
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Company

Domestic Project

Systems Used

Put doo. Jagodina

Hotel Hill, Jagodina

Elvial - Aluminum Wood

Several Buildings, Jagodina

Elvial and Dobroplast PVC

Dexy Co

"West End" Tosin Bunar, Business center, Belgrade

Reynaers

Flux group

Building Complex, Belgrade, Hilandarska

Elvial - Aluminum Wood

Energoprojekt

Business Building, ENJUB block 70, Belgrade

Elvial

Hemel

Ruza vetrova, Hotel, Zlatibor

Elvail - Aluminum Wood

Cacanska Banka

Banks, Serbia

Elvial

Textil, Uzice

Textile Factory, Uzice

Elvial

Alpine

Building Complex, Belgrade, Teodora Drajzera

Elvial - Aluminum Wood

Tehnomarket

Business Buinding, Novi Belgrade

Elvial

SAVOGRAD

Sava Business Center, Belgarde

Elvial, Schüco

Jokic Company

DM drogerije, Serbia

Elvial

Aunde

Aunde, Italian company

Elivial, Dobroplast

Volkswagen AK Tasic

Elvial
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Our project
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Production of Aluminum and PVC joinery
www.testeral.com

SMNVZ

